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Abstract—Nowadays a significant part of human-human interaction takes place over distance. Tele-operated robot avatars, in which an operator’s behaviours are portrayed by a robot, have the potential to improve distance interaction, e.g., improving social presence and trust. However, having communication mediated by a robot changes the perception of the operator’s appearance and behaviour, which have been shown to be used alongside vocal cues in judging personality. In this paper we present a study that investigates how robot mediation affects the way the personality of the operator is perceived. More specifically, we aim to investigate if judges of personality can be consistent in assessing personality traits, can agree with one another, can agree with operators’ self-assessed personality, and shift their perceptions to incorporate characteristics associated with the robot’s appearance. Our experiments show that (i) judges utilise robot appearance cues along with operator vocal cues to make their judgements, (ii) operators’ arm gestures reproduced on the robot aid personality judgements, and (iii) how personality cues are perceived and evaluated through speech, gesture and robot appearance is highly operator-dependent. We discuss the implications of these results for both tele-operated and autonomous robots that aim to portray personality.

Index Terms—humanoid robot; telepresence; personality; multi-modal communication

I. INTRODUCTION

Telecommunication is omnipresent in today’s society, with people desiring to be able to communicate with one another, regardless of distance, for a variety of social and practical reasons. While video enabled communication offers a number of benefits over voice only communication, it is still lacking compared to face-to-face interactions [1]. For example remotely located team members are less included in collaborative activities than co-located team members [1], and have fewer conversational turns and speaking time in group conversations [2]. Suggested reasons for these disparities are a lack of social presence of these remote group members, reduced engagement, and reduced awareness of actions [3].

An alternative means of tele-communication that might address some of these issues is tele-operated robot avatars, whereby an operator is given a physical presence in a remote location through a robot that renders their actions. Such systems have been demonstrated to offer benefits with regards to engagement of conversational partners [4], social presence [5], group interaction [4], and trust [6].

A key characteristic of robot avatars is that the operator is represented with a different physical appearance, much as computer generated avatars do in virtual environments. It has been observed that personality perception can be influenced by appearance [7], and this can extend to virtual avatars [8], [9]. How this might manifest with robot avatars, in particular in the interaction between a robot appearance and human voice communication, remains unclear and is yet to be explored.

Personality perception is an important facet of communication. Researchers in psychology have shown that personality plays a key role in forming interpersonal relationships, and predicting future behaviours [10]. These findings have motivated a significant body of work for how people judge others’ personalities based on their observable behaviours. Speaking style, gaze, head movements and hand gestures have been frequently reported to be significant predictors of personality [11], [10], [12]. Beyond its importance in social interactions, personality perception is crucial where tele-operated robots are used in a service capacity such as for elderly care [13], and search and rescue [14]. In these settings, perception of the operator will effect system utility for carrying out the desired service and achieving the desired outcome.

In this paper, we are motivated to investigate if and how personality judgements are affected for judges observing targets whose communication is mediated by a robot avatar. We use a robot tele-operation system where human gestures are captured using a motion capture system and portrayed on a humanoid robot. We designed an experiment in which participants performing different communication tasks (targets) are recorded. These recordings are then shown to external observers (judges) for personality assessment. Judges observe three communication conditions: audio-visual, audio-only and tele-operation, which enables us to compare judgements for robot-mediated communication and for video/audio-mediated communication. Our results show that the appearance of a tele-operated robot influences personality judgements made of its operators, especially for neuroticism. While gestures of operators replicated on the robot aid personality judgements, we find that how appearance and gestural cues are utilised together with verbal cues is highly operator-dependent.

* Both authors contributed equally to this article.
II. Background and Related Work

A. Thin Slice Personality Analysis

First impression or thin slice personality analysis, is a body of research that studies the accuracy with which people are able to make personality judgements of others based only on short behavioural episodes (termed thin slices). Analysing these judgements is reported to provide insight into the assessments people make in everyday interactions [15], [10].

In such studies, targets are typically asked to perform a range of communication tasks, either monologues or conversations with confederates, and are filmed while doing so. Judges then observe the video clips and complete personality assessment questionnaires. Ratings of judges can be compared with targets’ self ratings, acquaintance ratings, and for between-judge consistency.

Between-judge consistency is typically higher than accuracy of judge ratings to self/acquaintance ratings. For many traits there is sufficient between-judge consistency for the method to be useful in assessing the impressions a person creates on those they interact with [10]. Accuracy is somewhat dependent on task [10] and slice duration [16]. Varying slice duration only affects accuracy for some traits, and where there is an effect, there is typically peak in accuracy at 60s. Further, judgements are also influenced by the availability of cues displayed by the target, i.e., some targets are easier to judge than others [17].

B. Tele-Operation

A common approach to embodied telecommunication is the use of mobile remote presence (MRP) devices: a screen displaying the operators face mounted on a stalk attached to a wheeled base. Studies investigating the utility of MRPs have largely focused on task specific interaction analysis, using measures such as trust [18], and social norms [19]. There are some implications of being able to perceive the personality of the user, but it has not been explicitly studied as we do here.

Previous work on robot avatars has largely focused on their efficacy for interaction (e.g., [5], [13], [4]). However, there are two studies that look directly at personality perception of tele-operators. Kuwamura et al. [20] examined an effect that they term personality distortion, demonstrated by reduction in internal consistency of the personality questionnaire they used, for two different robot platforms and communication using video. They use 3 tasks: (1) an experimenter talks freely with the participant, (2) a different experimenter introduces and talks about themselves, and (3) a third experimenter interviews the participant. They only observed personality distortion for one of the robot platforms, for extroversion in the interview task, and for agreeableness in the introduction task. Using a single fixed person for each task, particularly members of the experimental team who are aware of the goals of the study, greatly reduces the ecological validity of their results. In contrast, here we use a large number of naïve targets performing naturalistic communication, and conduct far more in-depth data analysis.

In a study with a tele-operated, highly humanlike robot, Straub et al. [21] examined both how participant tele-operators incorporate the fact they are operating a robot into their presented identity, and how interlocutors at the robot’s location blend operator and robot identities. They used language analysis to make their assessments. They observed that many operators pretended they themselves were a robot, and interlocutors often referred to the operator as a robot. A likely reason is that interlocutors at the robot’s location were not told if the robot was autonomous or not and, consequently, they often assumed that the robot was autonomous.

More recently, personality inferences from virtual avatar appearance have been examined. It was observed that judges made relatively consistent inferences based on appearance alone [8], [9], and more attractive avatars were rated more highly in an interview scenario [22]. However, how these inferences interact with communicative behaviours of operators has yet to be examined. Additionally, behaviours in virtual worlds are likely to differ from that of real life.

III. Research Questions

In this study we investigate four research questions. When comparing communication mediated by a robot avatar with video or audio only communication from the same targets:

- **RQ1.** Are there differences in judges’ consistency in assessing personality traits (within-judge consistency)?
- **RQ2.** Are there differences in how much judges agree with one another on personality judgements (between-judge consistency)?
- **RQ3.** Are personality judgements less accurate compared to self ratings (self-other agreement)?
- **RQ4.** Are perceived personalities systematically shifted to incorporate characteristics associated with the robot’s appearance (personality shifts)?

Inconsistent personality judgements, whether within judges (RQ1), or between judges (RQ2), are an indication of either a lack of cues (causing judges to guess) [23], or conflicting cues (causing judges to utilise different cues for their judgement) [20]. When using a robot avatar it is important to ascertain whether robot appearance cues are utilised, and whether behavioural cues transmitted via the robot can be used to make judgements.

A common method for assessing personality judgements is comparison with targets’ self-ratings of the same traits (RQ3). It is a useful measure of whether targets produce cues related to their self perception of personality in the tasks undertaken [23]. Hence, if the targets produce such cues, it is important to ascertain whether perceptions of these cues are altered by robot mediation.

If robot appearance cues are utilised in making judgements, we expect shifts of judgements (from video/audio judgements) to incorporate features related to the robot’s appearance (RQ4). This is in light of previous work on personality judgements of virtual avatars based on their appearance [8], [9].

IV. Materials and Methods

We designed a two-stage experimental study to address the above research questions. Firstly, 20 participants (targets) were recorded performing three communication tasks, using both
a motion capture based tele-operation system and on video camera. This ensures we have a large set of natural communication behaviours, and hence personality cues, for a range of personality types, that can be viewed directly or mediated by a robot. In the second stage of the study, the recorded data was used to create a set of clips for each target in three communication conditions: audio-visual (video recordings of the targets), audio only, and tele-operated robot (recorded on video). These clips were used to obtain personality judgements of the targets by independent observers (judges).

A. Tele-operation System

In order to reproduce the gestures of targets on the NAO humanoid robot platform from Aldebaran Robotics [24], we use a motion capture based tele-operation system. A similar system has been demonstrated to be capable of producing comprehensible gestures [25]. The arm motion of the targets is recorded using a Microsoft Kinect and Polhemus Patriot\(^2\), and used to produce equivalent motion on the robot. Arm link end points at the wrist, elbow and shoulder are tracked, and are used to calculate joint angles for the robot so that its upper and lower arm links reproduce human arm link positions and motion. This method ensures that joint coordination, and hand trajectories are as similar as possible between the human and the robot within the constraints of the NAO robot platform. Figure 1 shows a gesture produced by one of the targets, and the equivalent gesture on the NAO.

B. Design and Tasks

In order to evaluate personality perception by independent judges, we recorded a number of targets with a range of personalities, behaving as naturally as possible. In order to engender communicative behaviour containing suitable personality cues, we developed three tasks based upon a subset of those used by Borkenau et al. [10]. Each of the three tasks was framed as an interaction with the experimenter who stood beside the video camera used in the recordings, and provided non-verbal feedback and prompt questions to ensure as natural communicative behaviours as possible. Targets were instructed to speak for as long as they felt able, with a maximum time of 2 minutes for each task. The majority of the targets talked for 30-60s on each task, with occasional prompts for missing information. Prior to performing tasks, we asked the targets to introduce themselves and give some information about themselves, e.g., where they work, what they do, their family, etc. This stage was purely to help naturalise the target to the experimental setting, i.e., it was not used to produce clips for judge rating.

Task 1 (Hobby): This task asked targets to describe one of their hobbies, providing as much detail as possible. Suggested detail included what their hobby involves, why they like it, how long have they been doing it for, etc. Example personality cues we anticipated from this task include what targets have as their hobby, and what detail and the depth of detail they provide while describing their hobby.

Task 2 (Story): This task is based on Murray’s thematic apperception test (TAT), where the target is shown a picture and is asked to tell a dramatic story based on a picture [26]. They are asked what is happening in the picture\(^3\), what are the characters thinking and feeling, what happens before the events in the picture and what happens after. The picture is purposely designed to be ambiguous so that the target has scope to interpret the picture as they see fit, and has to be creative in their story telling. It is a projective test, where the details given by the target, and how they relate the actions of the characters, provide cues about their personality.

Task 3 (Mime): This task required the targets to mime preparing and cooking a meal of their choice. This was different from the mime task used by Borkenau et al. [10], where targets had to mime alternative uses for a brick. Our pre-tests showed little variability between targets for that task. Instead, the chosen task gave the desired variability, and the gestures were better suited to performance on the NAO robot. Which meal was selected, and the complexity of the mime, are example personality cues we anticipated from this task.

C. Participants and Self-assessment

26 participants were recorded as targets (16 female, Age: 22-49, M=30.85, SD=7.58), and gave written informed consent for their participation, they were reimbursed with a £5 gift voucher for their time. Recordings for 20 of the targets were used to create the clips used for judgements (6 targets were omitted due to recording problems). The study was approved by the ethics committee of Faculty of Environment and Technology of The University of the West of England.

After the recordings, all targets were asked to fill in a questionnaire that aims to gather a self-assessment of personality along the widely known Big Five personality traits [27]. These five personality traits are extroversion (EX - assertive, outgoing, energetic, friendly, socially active), agreeableness (AG - cooperative, compliant, trustworthy), conscientiousness (CO - self-disciplined, organized, reliable, consistent), neuroticism (NE - having tendency to negative emotions such as anxiety, depression or anger) and openness (OP - having tendency to changing experience, adventure, new ideas). In our experiments, we used the BFI-10 [28] to assess the Big Five personality traits, each trait is measured using a pair of items scored on 10-point Likert scales.

\(^2\)Product of http://polhemus.com/

\(^3\)Image used was https://www.flickr.com/photos/bassclarinetist/, used under creative commons licence.
D. Recordings and Clips

All tasks were recorded by one RGB video camera and one motion capture system used for tele-operation. The recorded motion capture data was then used to produce robot mediated versions of the targets’ performances on the NAO robot using the aforementioned tele-operation system, which were also recorded on video.

The video showing each target was edited into separate clips for each task, hereafter the audio-visual condition. Video clips of the robot mediated performances of the tasks were also created, hereafter the tele-operated robot condition (these used the same audio as the audio-visual condition to ensure consistency). The audio from hobby and story tasks of the audio-visual condition was also used to create audio only clips, hereafter the audio-only condition. Hence, each target had a total of 8 clips split over 3 communication conditions: 3 clips for the audio-visual condition, 2 clips for audio-only condition, and 3 clips for tele-operated robot condition. This resulted in a total of 158 clips (two clips became corrupted).

To avoid confusion, prompt questions were edited out of the clips. Further, for the few tasks where performance exceeded 60 s, clips were edited to be close to this length as pre-tests showed a decrease in the reliability of judgements with overly long clips. Mean clip duration was 50 s (SD=20 s).

E. Personality Judgements

Employing participants (e.g., judges) via online crowd-sourcing services has recently gained popularity due to its efficiency and practicality as it enables collecting responses from a large group of people within a short period of time. Similarly to [29], we used a crowd sourcing service (i.e., CrowdFlower [30]) to have the clips assessed.

The clips were split up into jobs containing four clips: one of each task and one of the audio-only clips, each of a unique target. Communication condition was pseudo-randomised across the three tasks in each job, but always contained at least one of each communication condition.

Jobs containing different clips of the same target were launched on a time delayed basis, such that they were not live at the same time. This was seen as a sufficient precaution against repeat rating influence, as the CrowdFlower platform does not allow restricting jobs based on having done related work. Hence, the communication condition for each target can be considered as close to being varied between judges (within the constraints of CrowdFlower).

Each job consisting of 4 clips was assessed by 10 judges who filled in the BFI-10 personality questionnaire [31] (the same as used in self-assessment) for each target observed. All the jobs were restricted to 12 selected European countries, USA, Canada and South Africa, and were completed by a total of 143 workers within a duration of 15 days. 46% of workers were aged between 25 and 34 years old. The gender distribution was 34% females and 62% males.

V. Results and Data Analysis

To address the research questions introduced in Section III, we tested within-judge consistency, between-judge consistency, self-other agreement and personality shifts. We present these results with respect to different communication conditions, i.e., audio-visual (AV, targets only mediated by video), audio-only (AO) and tele-operation (TO, targets mediated by the robot and recorded on video), and different tasks, i.e., Hobby, Story and Mime. We also investigate the effects of removing low-quality judges on these results.

A. Elimination of Low-quality Judges

Although crowd-sourcing techniques have many advantages, identifying annotators who assign labels without looking at the content (low-quality judges or spammers) is necessary to get informative results. As a first measure we eliminated judges who incorrectly answered a test question about the content of the clips. After this elimination mean-judges-per-clip was 7.9 (SD=1.5), with minimum judges-per-clip of 5.

To assess whether there remained further low-quality judges we calculated within-judge consistency for the AV clips using Cronbach’s $\alpha$, which measures whether the values assigned to the items that contribute to the same trait are correlated. The average value across all tasks was lower than we expected (less than 0.5), indicating some judges answer randomly. With no low-quality judges, we would expect values for the AV clips greater than 0.5, i.e., in line with values reported in the literature for the BFI-10 with video clips assessed by online judges [32]. We therefore used a judge selection method to remove these additional low-quality judges. Due to the small numbers of judges per clip, we used a ranking-based method based on pairwise correlations instead of standard methods for outlier detection. For each clip, we calculated an average correlation score for each judge from pairwise correlations (using all 10 questions in the BFI-10) with the remaining judges. Judges with low correlation scores are deemed to be spammers. The judges were then ranked in order of correlation score and the $k$ highest ranked selected.

To evaluate the efficacy of this ranking procedure we calculated within-judge consistency results for the AV clips for different judge numbers ranging from $k=10$ (without elimination) to $k=3$. These values averaged over all tasks are presented in Figure 2. Selecting 5 judges per clip (based on pairwise comparisons) was found to be sufficient to increase reliability to acceptable levels for the AV clips (greater than 0.5) for all traits except for openness. We use 5 judges as it allows us to exclude all judges who failed the test question while having the same number of judges for all clips.
that 5 judges is common in this type of study, e.g., [12], [29].

B. Within-judge Consistency

Within-judge consistency was measured in terms of Cronbach’s $\alpha$. For the selected 5 judges per clip, the detailed results with respect to different communication conditions and tasks are presented in Table I-a, where $\alpha$ values that indicate sufficient reliability for the BFI-10 (greater than 0.5, in line with values reported in the literature [32]) are highlighted in bold. To compare $\alpha$ values between communication conditions we follow the method suggested by Feldt et al. [33]: 95% confidence intervals are calculated for each $\alpha$ value, and if the value from one condition falls outside the confidence intervals from a condition it is being compared to, this suggests it is significantly less consistent. Comparing AO with AV for the hobby task, values for all traits, except for agreeableness, fall outside the 95% confidence intervals of the AV values. Comparing TO with AV for the mime task, values for all traits, except for conscientiousness, fall outside the 95% confidence intervals of the AV values. This indicates AV is found to be more consistent as compared to AO for the hobby task (except for agreeableness) and TO for the mime task (except for conscientiousness).

C. Between-judge Consistency

We computed between-judge consistency in terms of Intra-Class Correlation (ICC) [34]. ICC assesses the reliability of the judges by comparing the variability of different ratings of the same target to the total variation across all ratings and all targets. We used ICC(1,k) as in our experiments each target subject was rated by a different set of $k$ judges ($k = 5$), randomly sampled from a larger population of judges ($K = 143$). ICC(1,k) measures the degree of agreement for ratings that are averages of $k$ independent ratings on the targets. Our judge selection method uses the $k$ most correlated judges so might bias the ICC results (see Section V-A). To evaluate this we calculated ICC for $k = (10,\ldots,3)$ for the AV condition. Figure 2-b shows that, for extroversion, conscientiousness and neuroticism, ICC does not change meaningfully as the number of judges varies, while selecting the 5 most correlated judges slightly biases the results for agreeableness and openness. In Section VII we discuss the implications of this biasing effect on our results analysis.

The detailed results for the selected 5 judges per clip are presented in Table I-b. We obtained significant correlations for most traits in the AV condition, with values in the same range ($0.40 < ICC(1,k) < 0.81$) as reported in the literature for online judges using a 10-item test ($0.42 < ICC(1,k) < 0.76$) [29]. Exceptions were agreeableness in the mime task, and openness in hobby and mime tasks. Fewer significant correlations were observed in the other communication conditions, particularly in the story task for AO and the mime task for TO. Extroversion was the only trait that consistently maintained correlation across conditions.

D. Self-other Agreement

We examined the extent to which judges agree with the target’s self-assessment. Pearson correlations between the self-ratings and the judge’s ratings of conditions and tasks are reported in Table I-c for the selected 5 judges per clip. We observed that the judge’s ratings bear a significant relation to the target’s self-ratings for extroversion only ($r = 0.24 - 0.44$ and $p < 0.05$). However, we did not obtain any significant correlations in the TO condition (all $r < 0.2$ and $p > 0.05$).

E. Personality Shifts

We examined the extent to which people shifted from one personality class to another, in judges’ perception, between AV and TO conditions for the selected 5 judges per clip. We did not examine shifts involving AO as the ICC scores indicated that personality ratings in this condition would be too unreliable. In order to measure shifts we first classified each target into low or high (e.g., introverted or extroverted) for each trait according to if their average judge rating over hobby and story tasks (mime in the TO condition also had ICC values that were too low to use those judgements) was above or below the mean for all targets in AV. For each trait, each target was grouped according to their classification in both conditions, creating 4 groups (e.g., AV: high and TO: high, AV: high and TO: low, etc.). These results are presented in Table II as 2x2 contingency tables. To determine if the shifts were significant we used McNemar’s test with Edwards’ correction [35]. To aid analysis we have also illustrated each shift as a proportional change (%) both from high to low (HIGH2LOW) and from low to high (LOW2HIGH) in Figure 3. We found a significant shift from high to low for neuroticism (70%). Although not statistically significant, we observed large shifts from low to high for extroversion (56%), conscientiousness (67%) and openness (57%). Note that the corrected McNemar’s test is very conservative in estimating significance, particularly for small sample sizes.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Judgement Consistency

Consistency within judges for how each trait is judged (Table I-a) is used to address RQ1. With the exception of openness, judges were sufficiently consistent in their trait ratings in the audio-visual condition (AV) for us to conclude that the tasks and judges’ behaviours were reliable, when rating targets observed directly. For the hobby task, judges remained consistent in both the audio-only condition (AO) and the tele-operated robot condition (TO), indicating they were able to use audio cues to make judgements for this task, and robot appearance had no effect on consistency.

However, for the story task, judges were much less consistent in the AO than in the AV condition, for all traits except for agreeableness. This is in contrast to the tele-operated robot condition (TO), where they remained as consistent as in the AV condition. Gestures are the only additional cue available with the robot compared to audio only, indicating they are used to aid judgements in the same way that they do in the AV condition. This is somewhat unexpected, as in the personality literature gestures have only been previously linked to agreeableness [12] and extroversion [11]. A possible reason for this disparity is that the aforementioned studies were not able to isolate gesture in the way that we have here. Further,
as the utility of gestures appears to be task dependent (only of apparent benefit in the story task), differences might be explained by variation in tasks used.

The use of gesture to aid personality judgements appears to be dependent on it accompanying speech, as ratings in the TO condition are far less consistent than in the AV condition for the mime task. That is to say, gestures alone do not provide sufficient information for judging personality. Either other behaviour cues not transmitted by the robot are needed, or appearance cues are used which conflict with gesture cues in TO condition.

In addressing RQ2 we found consistency between judges (Table I-b) bears some similarities to the findings of consistency within judges. The results for the audio-visual condition reinforce our assertion that our tasks and judging method are reliable, and we can observe distortions by using the AV condition as a baseline.

Although lower than in the AV condition, there is agreement for extroversion and neuroticism in the hobby task for AO and TO, indicating that audio cues alone are enough for judges to give consistent ratings for these traits. Similar values in AO and TO indicate that the robot appearance has no effect on the absence of speech, arm movements alone are not sufficient to make judgements, and it seems likely judges use the robot appearance in this case which can conflict with the gestural cues.

For the mime task judges were unable to provide a consistent rating for any trait in the TO condition, in contrast to the consistent ratings for extroversion, conscientiousness, and neuroticism in the AV condition. There are likely two contributing factors: firstly, the lack of availability of physical cues, resulting in judges being forced to guess; secondly, judges do not have consistent stereotypes relating to robot appearance, while they do for human appearances as observed in the AV judgements of targets [36].

Taken together, the findings from both consistency measures indicate that when vocal cues are present a robot appearance does not hinder making consistent judgements. Indeed, robot appearance seems to be ignored and judges try and use the verbal cues to make their judgements, though these are insufficient in many cases. Hence, multi-modal communication cues (i.e., speech and gesture together), even when presented via robot mediation, have a more common interpretation by judges than speech cues alone. On the other hand, in the absence of speech, arm movements alone are not sufficient cues to make judgements, and it seems likely judges use the robot appearance in this case which can conflict with the gestural cues.
B. Accuracy of Judgements

In order to assess RQ3 we analysed the extent to which judge ratings correlated with self ratings provided by target participants (Table I-c). In general there was very little correlation between self and other ratings. This is in contrast to previous findings where they found low, but significant, self-other correlation (0.11 – 0.42) [16]. This suggests that participant targets did not present cues relating to their self-perception in the tasks we used.

However, we did find self-other correlation for extroversion in the AV condition. Extroversion is commonly reported as the trait with the most available cues; hence, we use the extroversion judgements to draw some tentative conclusions on RQ3 as follows. Audio cues were sufficient for this correlation to be maintained in the hobby task in the AO condition, but not in the story task. In the TO condition judges were no longer able to provide any accuracy for extroversion, indicating that the robot appearance altered their judgements.

C. Personality Shifts

In order to address RQ4 we analysed the extent to which targets’ personalities shifted from low to high, or high to low classifications for each trait between audio-visual (AV) and tele-operated robot (TO) conditions (Table II). The only consistent shift observed was for neuroticism, targets were perceived as less neurotic when controlling the robot. This suggests that the NAO robot gives strong appearance based cues of low neuroticism, and these overshadowed the targets’ vocal cues, shifting the perceived personality of the operator. Though similar trends were observed for other traits, sample sizes were too small to evaluate this effectively. However, it can be clearly seen there are changes in personality perception when communication is robot mediated for around half the operators, even if these are not applied to different targets as consistently as we might expect. Different people produce different cues, and thus how these cues interact with those relating to the robot’s appearance appears to be dependent not only on their unmediated perceived personality, but what cues they produce. Indeed, an important factor in thin slice personality analysis is how easy a person is to judge, which includes the quality of the cues they produce [23].

Fig. 3. Amount of shifts (%) from high to low (HIGH2LOW) and from low to high (LOW2HIGH) (*) : p < 0.05) between AV and TO.

Another limitation in our study is that we have only used one robot platform. So while we can show that there is personality perception shifts, we can only make limited conclusions on implications for robot avatars in general.

Due to the design limitations in CrowdFlower at the time we used it, we could not enforce precautions of eliminating low-quality judges during task performance. As a result we felt it necessary to use a judge selection method based on the gathered responses. The procedure we used had a slight biasing effect on the between-judge consistency (ICC) result for agreeableness and openness. This bias means that where ICC values are not significant it is strong evidence that there is either a lack of cues or conflicting cues, as even amongst the most agreeing judges consensus of opinion was not possible. Where there is significant agreement, it indicates there are cues for that trait in the particular task and condition and some judges are able to pick up on these cues. Indeed, Funder points out that there exists good and bad judges of personality [23], and we suggest our selection method allowed us to bias toward good judges. This limits the generalisability of our results to judges more adept at picking up on personality cues.

VIII. Conclusion and Design Implications

In this paper we have shown that the appearance of a tele-operated robot avatar influences how the personality of its controller is perceived, i.e., robot appearance based personality cues are utilised along with cues in the speech of the operators. Using a large set of robot operators producing naturalistic communication behaviours we have shown that this interaction is highly operator-dependent. Behavioural personality cues differ from person to person, even for the same personality type, and this affects their interaction with robot appearance. In light of these findings we suggest that robot avatar appearance and behaviour be carefully considered relative to the person who will be controlling it, and this needs to be done on an individual basis. Training of operators to produce clear cues, or having some cues appropriate to the operator’s personality autonomously generated, might allow some control of appearance effects.

Our findings also have implications for autonomous robot personality expression, as cues that work on one platform may not be transferable to another. It is important to consider what appearance cues for personality a robot has, and whether the planned behavioural cues might conflict with them.

In contrast to past work [20] we have shown that judges are able to make judgements that are as consistent with a
robot avatar as when the same people are viewed on video. Importantly, gestural cues, reproduced on a NAO robot using a motion capture based tele-operation system, improve the ease with which judges can assess personality, relative to audio-only communication. Hence, we suggest that it is important for tele-presence systems to be able to transmit gestural cues, whether this be actuation of physical systems, or large enough screens on remote presence devices.

Further, we suggest autonomous robots that wish to portray a range of personality traits can use gestural cues to do so. Our method of using a large set of naturalistic human behaviours, and more in-depth personality analysis, significantly adds to previous approaches to personality synthesis which have largely focused on introversion and extroversion, and a limited set of communications. This lends more weight to the growing body of literature on the utility of gestures in HRI (e.g. [25]), and in particular robot personality perception [38].
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